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Beautiful Composite - Cleaning Recommendations
Composite products are man made, chemically-bonded, mineral filled, polymeric materials which are
molded and hardened to a solid material in a variety of Shapes to meet design needs of today's
homeowner. They are commonly available as Solid Colours, Marbleized, Onyx (translucent) and Granite
look. Products made include Counter Tops, Sinks, Shower Bases, Accessories, Wall Panels, Window
Sills, Table Tops, Urns and many other items.
All Mr Marble products are manufactured with MARWET™, a non-porous ultra clear/solid material that
keeps dirt & grime deposits under control with daily care.
Owner's can keep the "good a new" look of their products for a lifetime of beauty and service by just
following this tip: Routine cleaning with a soft sponge or cloth and a nonabrasive aerosol cleaner is all that
is normally needed to give many years of trouble free service to your composite product. We recommend
cleaning agents in the form of multi-purpose spray or liquid variety common in the household cleaning
section of most stores. The use of hard abrasives may cause scratching, discolouration and dullness to the
surface of the composite.

CLEANING SOLUTIONS
▪ Use liquid detergent for regular cleaning to remove dirt and soap scum. Restore dull surfaces by using
liquid cleaning compound, followed by an application of liquid wax or paste. Quick cleaning with a product
called 'Bon Ami Powder Foam Window Cleaner' works wonders. Try it. Then wax with paste. Use for all
your composite parts. Paste automobile wax is also good.
▪ To remove construction residue (plaster, paint) scrape the surface lightly with a wooden wedge and
wash with liquid detergent. Paint remover can be used but must be wiped immediately. Never use wire
brushes, metal tools or abrasive pads to clean surface.
▪ To remove hard water stains try using a cleaner for removing iron & calcium. Most cleaning chemicals
will not damage the MARWET™ surface. Follow the manufactures instructions.
▪ Shower Base floors can be cleaned with any of the nonabrasive cleaners: spray and leave on for five
minutes, then scrub with a soft-bristled brush to remove soap residue. Rinse thoroughly.

Damaged or Scratched Surfaces
▪ Minor surface scratches & cigarette burns may be repaired using a polishing compound and a polisher.
Sand the area using 600 - 800 - 1200 grit sandpaper. Begin with the lower number grit and progress to the
higher number. Overlap each pass and go perpendicular to each pass. Finish by polishing the surface with
automobile polishing compound
▪ Deep Scratches & Chips may not be able to be done by homeowner. Service call by Mr Marble may be
required. Send a photograph of your composite item to our Customer Service Department
(service@mrmarble.com), who will confirm to you the best methods to use. A service call may be required.

PRECAUTIONS: DON'T…..
▪ DO NOT drag or drop heavy items on the polished surface. Product may be damaged.
▪ DO NOT continuously run hot water thru the drain at elevated temperature. Set Main Hot water Line Tank
Temperature to a max of 130°F.
▪ DO NOT use abrasive cleaners on the surface. They contain fine abrasives which can scratch and dull
the surface .
▪ DO NOT set hot objects, such as curling irons or cigarettes on the surface. Hot objects may cause a burn
mark and may need repair.

Interval - Monthly Cleaning
▪ Polish your vanity top and/or shower walls at regular intervals with a nonabrasive liquid auto wax or Gel
Gloss™. Gel Gloss is available at most retail plumbing stores or box store hardware outlets. This will
maintain the lustrous finish and make your Mr Marble products look beautiful for years to come.
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